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THE SPANISH CAVE 
https://thespanishcave.wordpress.com 

 
 
“… a language is not just a body of vocabulary or a set of grammatical rules. A language is a 
flash of the human spirit. It’s a vehicle through which the soul of each particular culture comes 
into the material world. Every language is an old-growth forest of the mind, a watershed, a 
thought, an ecosystem of possibilities.” –Wade Davis 
 
PRE-K 
This trimester, students in PK responded to action commands (baila/dance, toca la cabeza/touch 
your head, salta/jump, da la vuelta/turn around, etc.); sang along with Saco una manita; 
followed the gestures to Estrellita (Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star); danced to Rompe 
Ralph/Wreck-It Ralph; and watched relevant Pocoyo episodes—see 
thespanishcave.wordpress.com for links. Basic skills such as color and number practice were 
incorporated into project days, of which there were many. From making monsters out of paper, 
cups, and green pipe cleaners and taking a ‘Field Trip’ down the long Lower School hallway to 
identify all of the puertas/doors, to fishing with Pato for sea creatures in a kiddie pool, searching 
for tesoro-tesoro-tesoro-TREASURE!, painting cohetes/rocket ships, building towers out of cups, 
blocks, and markers, getting stuck in traffic with ‘car-chairs’, playing Luz roja, luz verde (Red 
Light, Green Light), and marveling at the sound and feel of maracas, students adjusted well to 
being immersed in the target language. Gracias for a great first trimester. 
 
KINDERGARTEN 
This trimester, students in kindergarten experienced immersion in the target language through a 
variety of multi-sensory and scientific activities. From hoisting their stuffed animal friend Pato 
up-up-up to the sky on a yarn pulley so that he could learn how to fly; to crinkling their noses at 
the smell of vinegar and gasping as baking soda turned it into a foamy, volcanic eruption mess; 
to a design project that involved food coloring, paper, and coffee filters; to building group boats 
out of Popsicle sticks, complete with paper flags; to floating and sinking objects and pirate 
adventures with spyglasses; to searching for treasure, swimming away from hungry sharks, 
building submarines, singing along with Elmo to Para bailar la bamba and making sailor hats 
and boat steering wheels; to fort building, fruit markets, and writing Spanish sight words for the 
very first time; and finally, to making a class video of their ocean unit and learning about 
molinillos, a wooden tool used to stir chocolate in Mexico (bate, bate chocolate, tu nariz de 
cacachuate/stir, stir the chocolate, your nose is a peanut!), kindergarteners certainly gave it their 
“all”. Gracias for a great first trimester. 
 
FIRST GRADE 
This trimester, students in first grade practiced acting out their password cards, reading the Letter 
from Pato, naming the Spanish-speaking countries in South America on the tape floor map, and 
singing and dancing along to daily class songs (esp. Rompe Ralph, Moana in Spanish, and 
“¿Puedo ir al baño?” [Can I go to the bathroom?]). Their primary focus, however, was on 
signing up for centers in the target language, and adding new sight words each week. Centers are 
teacher-guided but ultimately student-created. For example, when “construir” (to build) was 
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added, first graders grew this into a complex fort-building project—with chairs, blankets, flags, 
cardboard boxes, a spinning disco ball, etc.—until “Quiero construir una fortaleza” (I want to 
build a fort) rolled off their tongues. When they tired of that, soccer games and paper dragon-
type creature crafts became the new rage. Later, students worked on leading group discussions 
with the question, “¿Qué quieres hacer?” (“K key-air-race ah-s(air)”/What do you want to do?). 
They also took a day to learn about El Día de los Muertos/Day of the Dead, and made 
connections with the movie Coco. Gracias for a great first trimester. 
 
SECOND GRADE 
This month, students in second grade continued naming more Spanish-speaking countries and 
developing new businesses and locations in their class pueblo/town. For example, one day a 
student created an enormous soccer field in the classroom out of masking tape and asked to play 
(¿Puedo jugar al fútbol?/Can I play soccer?). Next, some second graders at the class hotel/hotel 
hung paper television frames to watch the game and videoed it all on an iPad, while others took 
it upon themselves to make banderas/flags for the Spanish-speaking teams playing (i.e., 
Colombia vs. España/Spain) and cheered on the sidelines (golazo/goal; por acá/over here; 
pásala/pass it; casi/almost; vamos/let’s go; rápido/quickly). Later, the team decided to stand for 
Spain’s National Anthem before starting the game. Amazing! 
 
Students also recently created an art museum/museo de arte and zoológico/zoo (with feeding 
stations and live pets as well as toy animals; one day, a bunny escaped from the zoo and ended 
up on the soccer field (2.A), which caused a bit of chaos until animal control was able to handle 
the situation). Another week, a few talented street musicians even entertained on the keyboard 
for tips.  Last but not least, students learned that the map of their town was created on an 
authentic map of downtown Buenos Aires, Argentina, home of the widest avenue in the world: 
16 lanes of traffic. Second graders also tasted dulce de leche, a sweet, caramel-type of spread 
eaten in Argentina and many parts of South America. 
 
THIRD GRADE 
This trimester, students in second grade practiced acting out their password cards and naming the 
Spanish-speaking countries on the tape floor map. While the map focused on South America, 
culture projects and discussions were not limited to these countries. For example, after learning 
about El Camino de Santiago in northern Spain, second graders created their own faux Camino 
both down the Lower School hallway as well as outside, with arrows, shells, and rock piles. They 
also acted out one of the chapters of Don Quijote, a world renowned, 900-page novel from 
Spain; spent a day talking about El Día de los Muertos/Day of the Dead (Mexico); learned that 
children in Guatemala put tiny Worry Dolls under their pillows at night to take away their 
worries while they sleep; and watched a video from Pato about his travels in Argentina. In the 
linguistic realm, students began the term with a class story about an evil penguin who falls off a 
(student-constructed) paper clip and Popsicle stick bridge and transforms into a ghost after 
stealing from a student (what?!). Later, they signed up for centers, or sight words, which 
morphed into a class town. At this point in time, the town’s most popular destinations include the 
aeropuerto/airport (international flights available) and teatro/theater (watch mini Don Quijote 
and Coco plays performed). The dinero/money situation is developing, as second graders begin 
to demand compensation for products and services. One class also incorporated a cemetery and 
ofrenda after learning about the Day of the Dead, while the other started up a street 
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market/mercado (without realizing that mercados are actually very culturally relevant and 
present in many Spanish-speaking countries). Gracias for a great first trimester. 
 
FOURTH GRADE 
This trimester, students in fourth grade began by celebrating La Tomatina, a famous tomato-
throwing festival in Spain. To celebrate and reenact the day sans actual tomatoes, fourth graders 
made catapults out of Popsicle sticks, rubber bands, and hot glue, and launched decorative, 
lightweight balls at G.I. Joe firemen and LEGO men figurines. Other cultural projects included 
‘building’ the Andes Mountains out of blocks on the tape floor map (South America); tracing an 
inverted painting that is meant to change one’s perspective and question tradition (Uruguay); and 
decorating sugar skull cookies for El Día de los Muertos/Day of the Dead (Mexico).  
 
Fourth graders also created and acted out several class stories. In one, a dramatic, slow motion, 
galactic force fight inside Taylor Swift’s jail cell ensued—with Kung Fu Fighting playing in the 
background—because Taylor would not hand over all of the tomatoes in the galaxy to the 
planetary kings and queens (la fuerza/the force). In another (4.B), a rocket ship with alien sisters 
on board crash-lands in the Atacama Desert (Chile); two groups of spies witness the crash and 
begin throwing lemons at the intruders; unexpectedly, the aliens love the sour flavor and 
graciously thank their attackers. Students built spy forts in the classroom to act this out and 
participated in official Spy Training. Fourth graders also practiced reading and writing sentences 
and mini-stories in the target language; jumped on and named the Spanish-speaking countries on 
the tape floor map; played a highly addictive, “Guess the Language” online game (LingLang); 
and made connections between their project time topics (Aztecs, Incas, and Mayans) and Spanish 
class. Gracias for a great first trimester. 
 
FIFTH GRADE 
This trimester, students in fifth grade began by creating several wildly creative class stories, with 
plots about evil donkeys, broken down school buses, a serious Chick-fil-A vs. PDQ rivalry, 
stolen jewels from an art museum, and even a real courtroom trial (5.B). Here, fifth graders 
worked on answering questions about the stories and composing their own original sentences in 
the target language. Fifth graders also jumped on and named the Spanish-speaking countries on 
the tape floor map, and played a highly addictive, “Guess the Language” online game 
(LingLang) to strengthen and hone their listening abilities; being able to distinguish one 
language’s sounds and cadence from another takes time and is a skill that will only benefit their 
language study.  
 
Cultural tidbits were sprinkled throughout the trimester: from sneezing iguanas (Ecuador), 
dangerous railroads (Bolivia), a painting of an inverted map (Uruguayan artist), and the 
frightening legend of the Chupacabra (Puerto Rico/5.A), to Pedro Infante’s famous “Cielito 
lindo” (ay yie yie yie, canta, no llores/ay yie yie yie, sing, don’t cry/Mexican singer), El Día de 
los Muertos/Day of the Dead class discussions (Mexico), and a tradition of saying, “Salud, 
dinero, amor” (health, money, love) when a person sneezes (Colombia), fifth graders began to 
deepen their appreciation for different and new perspectives. Gracias for a great first trimester. 


